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'More and more people are buying media art'

In this edition of "Perspective" we look at the role of artificial intelligence in art. Our guests Christa
Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau are media artists participating in a new exhibit at the Grand Palais
museum in Paris entitled "Artists & Robots". Their "Portrait on the Fly" piece invites spectators to
challenge notions of self-identity, technology and art. They tell us more about their cutting-edge work.
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Deep-sea trawling: 'We got the worst form of fishing banned in Europe' (/en/20180607perspective-claire-nouvian-bloom-deep-sea-trawling-pulse-fishing-eu-oceansenvironment)
Be it plastics, pollutants or pernicious fishing practices, we're increasingly told that our oceans are at risk. The UN warns
that fish could disappear from our seas altogether...

2018-06-06 FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Forbidden Stories: 'Collaboration between journalists is the best protection'
(/en/20180606-perspective-laurent-richard-forbidden-stories-journalism-pressfreedom-malta-mexico)
Forbidden Stories is a platform set up to ensure that investigations on topics like corruption, health and the environment
get published - even if the journalist behind the story...

2018-06-04 MALAYSIA AIRLINES FLIGHT MH370

Flight MH370: 'Most probably the plane was shot down' (/en/20180604-perspectiveghyslain-wattrelos-flight-mh370-malaysia-france-search)
On March 8, 2014, a plane weighing over 200 tons and fitted with all the latest technological prowess, disappeared with
239 people on board. Four years later, there are still no...
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‘Mocking Parisians one stereotype at a time’ (/en/20180601-perspective-olivier-giraudhow-become-parisian-one-hour-comedian-paris-city-light)
Are you a Francophile but have not yet mastered the rituals of la vie Parisienne? Perhaps you need a few "lessons" on
how to get the quintessential Parisian attitude. French...

2018-05-31 ROHINGYA

Burmese human rights activist: 'Amnesty International has blood on its hands'
(/en/20180531-perspective-maung-zarni-myanmar-rohingya-crisis-amnestyinternational-report)
We speak to Maung Zarni, a human rights campaigner, academic and co-author of "The Slow-Burning Genocide of
Myanmar's Rohingya". He joins us on set a week after Amnesty...
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